Asahi India Glass Limited (AIS), India’s leading integrated glass company expanded its existing portfolio in the architectural glass segment with the introduction of a new shade under its SunShield range of heat reflective glasses – AIS SunShield Royal Gold. The launch ceremony was held at AIS’s Taloja factory where their trade partners were invited and the new glass shade was unveiled here.

Glass has the potential to create stunning ambiences that have the power to transform living spaces and elevate lifestyle. SunShield Royal Gold, a heat reflective glass, especially for use in exteriors, sets the tone of royalty and ups the luxury quotient. Its advance solar control technology reduces the glare, protects from UV radiation and enhances cooling comfort. It improves the energy efficiency of homes and commercial spaces. Royal Gold glass by AIS is available in various thickness options, and ideal for a wide range of architectural and aesthetic applications. The golden hue of glass is the perfect jewel for Indian homes which will ensure one’s home stands apart.